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Introduction:  My name is Erin Weidemann and you’re listening to Heroes for Her. This 

series features candid conversations with real women who strive to balance their professional 

acumen with their personal values. Join me as I interview positive female role models who are 

working hard, loving others and inspiring the next generation of girls to serve their unique 

purpose. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN:	Hi everybody and welcome to today's episode of Heroes for Her 

I'm your host Erin Weidemann, founder of Bible Belles and author of The Adventures of 

Rooney Cruz, a series to help girls discover what it means to be truly beautiful. I'm coming to 

you today from San Diego, my hometown, and I've got with us two fantastic people I'm so 

excited to talk to today for so many reasons, JJ and Dave Heller welcome guys. 

 

JJ AND DAVE: Thanks so much! 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: So just a quick intro for those of you who are listening JJ has… 

she's a singer-songwriter, works with her amazing husband, they have two young daughters, 

Lucy and Nora and... Are you guys on vacation right now? 

 

JJ HELLER: We are, we are in Sarasota, Florida. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: That's lovely, sounds fantastic hopefully the weather is nice. 

 

JJ HELLER: Yeah, however, we've come to make the distinction that when small children 

are involved we don't call it a family vacation we call it a family adventure. 
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ERIN WEIDEMANN:	That makes a lot of sense to me and we always talk about- my 

husband and I are celebrating our fifth anniversary today and we always talk about how a 

vacation doesn't look like lifting your life out of its home and then taking your entire life exactly 

as it exists to a different location…So it seems like the challenges that comes with that are the 

challenges that you have at home, but they're just in a different place.  

 

JJ HELLER:  Yes. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Anyway, so I just wanted to welcome you guys on to the show 

today and I'd like to start by introducing something that I read in your bio , JJ, that really spoke 

to me and I am just going to read that now and then we're going to get started. So part of your bio 

says this, "In each of us there resides a story waiting to be told as we journey toward our most 

authentic and fulfilled life," and I just want to say as we get started that this moment for me is so 

unbelievable just personally, there is so much that I can tell you about how your music has 

impacted my life.  

 

This show is called Heroes for Her and I just want to start by saying that you are a personal hero 

of mine. You and your music have been instrumental in strengthening my own relationship with 

God and helping me figure out how to carve out a road and make my way back to Him, so thank 

you for that first before we get started. 

 

JJ HELLER: Wow! That is amazing. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN:	I first saw you perform at Horizon in Rancho, Santa Fe up the 

road from where we live in San Diego it was like seven years ago and I remember turning to my 

boyfriend then, who is now my husband, and telling him that there was something special about 

you and your music. And it was during a time in my life when I was slowly sort of turning back 

toward God and I bought your CD When I'm With You and it would just live in my car and I 
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would play it whenever I was in the car. And this interview is probably going to be hard, but I'm 

excited to talk to you. 

 

JJ HELLER:  That is awesome! 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: I even too walked down... so my husband and I were married five 

years ago and we walked down the aisle- I walked down the aisle to the song “Where I Land”, 

which I loved so much and so many of your songs I love. But you know, I'm so excited to talk to 

you! I think just the place that I want to start for this conversation today: it's so incredibly 

moving to be a fan of yours and to see the work and the songs and just the poetry that you're 

putting out into this world, because it's so incredibly moving. What I want to ask you first is just, 

where does your inspiration for writing and for song-writing specifically come from? 

 

JJ HELLER: I think it comes from a lot of different places, mostly just my own 

personal journey; and Dave and I write from our own experience, and it's cool to kind of look 

back on all of the albums that we've released because they are almost like a little yearbook of our 

lives where we can look back and remember what we were going through when we were writing 

those songs and it's kind of how we process life and it's how God kind of shows me new things.  

 

So I'm constantly just trying to keep myself aware of inspiration. So whenever I hear something 

inspiring I'll just jot it down on my phone and kind of keep a running list of quotes or words or 

little poems that I write–like, inspirational things that I hear from a sermon or a book–and I just 

keep it all in one place so that when we have time to sit down and write a song I can just look at 

this deep well of inspiration and kind of use that as a jumping off point. 

 

DAVE HELLER: I think in addition to that... this is JJ's husband Dave here. We often co-

write together and a lot of the first verses are JJ mulling something over and then she'll end up 

bringing the song to me and the two of us will end up fleshing out the rest of the song together. 

And one of the things that has really resonated with us about art in general is when we end up 

hearing somebody else's story and it resonates so much with us that we say like, “I felt that too.” 
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And it's one of the major aims of our artistic process is to be able to let people know through our 

music, through our lyrics, that they aren't alone in the experience that they're having whether it's 

being fearful, or enjoying something wonderful. But to be able to have that moment to go, 

“Wow! Me too” is so powerful and we're constantly trying to say something that builds that 

connection between us and the listener. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: I love that you mentioned the word “connection”, because I feel 

so personally connected to your music for so many different reasons, but one key reason I think 

it's just your own personal–and this is for both of you–your own personal commitment to your 

family. It’s so amazing as a fan, and as a fellow parent, to be connected with you on places like 

social media and see just the way that you’re describing your daily lives and that you’re posting 

about your children.  

 

So much of the moments that you guys are letting in other people to experience with you, just 

relate the tenderness, and the love, and just these precious moments between you and your 

children; it just shows this beautiful connection that your family has. So I really just want to 

thank you two for being so transparent about posting about your life and just letting people in on 

some of those moments that you're experiencing.  I know for me, I'm really looking to create that 

bond between my daughter and myself that I see you two creating with Nora and Lucy. 

 

JJ HELLER: Thank you so much! I mean, I think what we want to do, like what Dave 

said before, is to make that connection with people and to remind them that they are not alone. 

And the way that we can do that is just by showing people that we are normal people like we're 

not like celebrities that you would see on a reality show, we're just regular people who happen to 

play music and we’re making our way through life, making mistakes and experiencing beautiful 

moments and so I think my social media presence is just a part of our overall vision of what we 

hope God uses us to accomplish and it’s to remind people that they are not alone. 

 

DAVE HELLER: Well, I think the other thing is that like, because we’re 

independent–which means there is no record label or a corporation who’s directing us in terms of 
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our artistic motivation, or having any kind of say in the agenda to put out content for the sake of 

selling records–like, for us it's so much more about just sharing what our life is like and so I 

mean very much like what JJ said,  our social media presence is an extension of that and we’re 

just letting people know that our kids say ridiculous stuff…[laughter] 

 

JJ HELLER:  Yeah, we are not perfect… 

 

DAVE HELLER: And our kitchen sometime looks like a mess, and sometimes we 

clean it up real nice… I mean, we just kind of try to communicate that living the life of an artist 

actually looks a lot like living anybody else’s life. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: I think that's important though, too, for people who are 

connecting with your music. You’re allowing them different ways to experience the bond that 

your family has and just that interconnectedness of worshipping and celebrating the life that God 

has for you, which I think is something that our listeners are hoping for in their own lives.  

 

You know, when I look at my relationship with my parents and then now that I have a daughter–

I’m sort of figuring out how I'm going to guide her through conversations that we need to have–

how am I supposed to lead her as her parent? And I really struggle through that, you know, how 

am I going to guide her through pain, and through the heartache she is going to feel when she 

starts to look around, specifically and see the things that are put out in this world, and just the 

different elements that can be viewed as negative that are going to affect her in certain ways? So 

I want to talk to a little bit about just the new song on your record, so your new record…can you 

talk about just where the inspiration for that came from, it's very different than your previous 

one. 

 

JJ HELLER: It is, well the previous one was a lullaby album. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: I know I loved it. 
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 JJ HELLER:  Which you know, the purpose and the point of that one was to help people 

relax and fall asleep even and just to feel a sense of peace and provision and that everything is 

going to be okay and we thought it would be super fun for the follow-up album to be almost the 

opposite of that and just be really celebratory and an album that you can dance around in your 

kitchen listening to, and dance in the car, and so we were just exploring these themes of living 

life to the fullest extent. And for me, I went through a time in my life, basically about ten years 

ago, when I was struggling with extreme anxiety and panic attacks and it was to the point where 

I didn't even want to leave my house. I was just overwhelmed by these feelings of fear and my 

fingers would start to go numb and I felt dizzy like I was going to pass out… 

 

DAVE HELLER: You couldn't breathe... 

 

JJ HELLER:  Yeah, I couldn't breathe, my heart would start racing–I thought for sure I 

was dying of something and it was awful. But the Lord has been really gracious to me and it's 

been a long process, but I've learned tools along the way to help me deal with those feelings.  

 

So a couple of years into it I got to a place where I was no longer just trapped inside of my fear, 

but I could actually observe what was going on around me, and I was starting to live my life 

and…but I feel like just in the past two years God has called me even further to be proactive 

about going after adventure–which is totally not my default to do that. Like, I don't like to take 

risks, I'm afraid of failure, but I feel like the Lord  kind of put it on my heart that there is so much 

life around me and He wants me to experience it, and to live an abundant life. Not in fear, but in 

freedom, because I had been living my life bracing for impact. Just waiting for that next awful 

thing to come around the corner ,and I wanted to be prepared and that's not the life that God 

wants for us. He wants us to see the beauty around us and to be thankful for it. And it's been 

really cool to get to know Bob Goth a little bit and he wrote a book called, Love Does and he's 

just all about adventure and that's kind of what went into our album, Sound of a Living Heart. 

 

DAVE HELLER: I think too, one of the things that we found is that as JJ has written 
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songs where she ends up displaying her own vulnerabilities; after the show when we have an 

opportunity to meet the people who have come to concerts, and take pictures and things, so many 

people end up saying, “Thank you so much for sharing the song about your failure, because I feel 

that same thing” or “About your anxiety, because I feel that same thing” and so what we found is 

so often, the things that we all are hiding are the things that everybody else is hiding! And so 

really, one of the major themes of this new record ,Sound of a Living Heart, is to be able to say 

when we let down our guard, when we open up ourselves and are actually vulnerable with people 

who are safe enough to be vulnerable with, they will respond with their own vulnerability as 

well, and end up fostering a better community. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: I think what you're saying is so important. It can create so much 

of a real impact for our listeners and specifically I want to ask you about the song “Let Your 

Guard Down” Dave you just mentioned it, but you know–I was listening to it over the last couple 

of days and just writing down a couple of thoughts that I had about it–but I personally think 

that's such a call to action for this next generation of girls to really embrace what God has for 

them. And, JJ, what you were talking about, you know, just being overwhelmed and that fear of 

anxiety for what's going to happen and not knowing, like, the “unknown”. It creates so much fear 

I think, in the mind of a girl and us women as just grown up girls, you know, that starts when 

we’re really little. So I think the song “Let Your Guard Down” really paints such a clear picture 

of the inner conflict that's going on inside the heart and the mind of the girl, and then the 

transition to that peace and joy that come with just the realization of God's love. And the lyrics I 

think that spoke to me were just… I'm going to read them, because they're so powerful 

 “I can see it in your face  

You’re somewhere below the surface  

So you hide yourself away;  

A masterpiece behind the curtain, 

Even though you've been afraid I believe you can be bolder,  

I can teach you to be brave when you climb upon my shoulder.”  

 

So would you just speak about your inspiration for that song and what you hope the message is 

for people who are hearing it. 
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JJ HELLER: Sure! I think, you're right. I think as a female there is a lot of pressure to 

look a certain way, to act a certain way and we’re just inundated with Instagram photos, and 

magazine covers when you're trying to check out at the grocery store, and we just have this 

concept in the mind of what a really great woman is supposed to look like, when that is so not 

what God is interested in at all; and He made us all uniquely on purpose, because we’re not all 

meant to look the same, we are all meant to look different. And the more that we can embrace 

those unique qualities in ourselves the more we can enjoy this life that He’s given us and the 

more effective we can be for his kingdom. And so for me, sometimes I get really caught up in 

my head whether it's with my self-image, or just fear of failure, but to know that with the 

Lord…His love is my safety net. And so I don't have to brace myself, I can let down my guard, 

knowing that His love is going to carry me and I think that that's the message that I want to 

communicate to my daughters. And I think the most powerful way to do that is to model it 

myself, which is so hard. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Definitely! 

.  

JJ HELLER: Yeah, but too, like even…I read an article a while back, just about how to 

bring up girls to have a healthy body image, and the article was saying like the best thing that 

you can do is to have a healthy body image yourself and to never criticize what you look like.  

 

And it was interesting, because we did a show shortly after I read that article, and after the show 

people will wait in line and take photos and stuff, and there was this mom who came through and 

had two tween girls with her. So they came out around the table to take a picture with Dave and 

me, and we said, “Do you want to be in it too?” talking to the mom and she said, “Oh no no I 

don't want to ruin it.” And it just hit me that you know something so subtle as that, like, her 

daughters are hearing her say that. And she's not meaning to communicate that “you have to be 

perfect, you have to be beautiful” to be in a photo, but that's kind of the underlying issue is she 

didn't think that she was beautiful enough to be in this photo and it just made me realize how 

careful I need to be talking about myself so that my girls know that their bodies are a gift from 
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God and they’re strong and they help you run and so, you know, I don't know it's hard work 

being a mom that's for sure. 

 

 ERIN WEIDEMANN: Definitely and there is no easy answer. Dave as the dad anything 

to add? 

 

DAVE HELLER: Yeah well, I think that it's really interesting to see how, as I've 

observed, the way that JJ's fear of being vulnerable ends up displaying itself is often in trying to 

be perfect and trying to get people to like you.   

 

I think with guys a lot of the time it's about showing that you’re strong and that you're not a sissy 

and so just kind of like displaying that you're not afraid of anything.  And I think it's been really 

important in the relationship that JJ and I have, for me to let her know when I'm feeling afraid of 

something, to be vulnerable when I feel like I'm not up to a particular task or something like that, 

because then the two of us actually have room to lean on each other, and be dependent on each 

other as opposed to just… when it all comes down, not being vulnerable means you're pretending 

to be something other than yourself. And so Let Down Your Guard is all about getting rid of the 

act, and you don't have to pretend anymore when you're in a safe place. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN:	I think that's a really important point and it really speaks to just 

the connection that can exist between families and kids if you’re modeling that behavior and just 

showing them that it is okay to be real.  

 

The part of that song that… I especially love the next part of that song which are the  words, 

“You don't have to hide, you can be alive” and inside that song you say those two phrases, those 

sentences four times in a row. And I think I love that so much, and to me it was a moment that 

made me think about how crucial it is to reinforce over and over, the right feelings for girls so 

that they can feel loved and supported and those repeated positive affirmations can really be so 

incredibly powerful. So can you just speak into the message of those two sentences "You don't 

have to hide, you can be alive." 
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JJ HELLER: For me I am kind of a recovering people pleaser, and for a long time I 

thought that was a good thing. That I was really good at being nice to everybody, and pretty 

much everybody liked me, but the more the time has gone by, the more that I have realized that I 

have this bad habit of kind of figuring out what somebody else wants me to be, and then I will 

morph into whoever that person is. Like, I will become the person that that other people wants 

me to be.  And when I'm doing that it's like I'm telling God that He made a mistake when He 

created me, and I am not being who I am. And so those are the thoughts kind of behind that lyric 

of “you don't have to hide”. Like, that’s me hiding who I really am trying to impress somebody 

else, but when I do that I'm not fully alive and that's not the life that God wants for me. I mean, 

even recently I was talking to somebody last week and just kind of made the connection, that it is 

more important to love someone than to make them like you. And I haven't really been doing 

that for most of my life, and that's something that, like, this week God is working on in my life to 

change that around. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Thanks so much for just speaking into that for a second. I think 

that speaks to the universal truth that exist for especially our families that are listening. But just, I 

mean personally I want my daughter to understand that she was uniquely designed by her 

Creator to do something incredible, and be the person that He essentially made her to be. You 

know, the goal of our show, Heroes for Her, is just simply to come alongside parents to create 

this community where we’re highlighting women who are out in the world doing big things for 

God and women who are living out their purpose.  

 

So would you JJ just talk for the second about how you discovered your passion for song-writing 

and for music and how did you cultivate that within the Lord, I come to understand that that's 

truly what He wanted you to do? 

 

JJ HELLER: Sure, it was very gradual process. I grew up playing piano, and I always 

liked music, but it wasn't my main focus I was more into sports. And it wasn't until the summer 

before my sophomore year of college that I wrote my first song with some friends and I learned 
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how to play the guitar and it was kind of like a lightbulb moment where I realized “Wow! I 

really like singing and I really like writing songs.” And then I would play a song for some girls 

in my dorm at college and I would be surprised that they really liked it and would encourage me 

to keep writing.  And then shortly after that I met Dave, and we started playing music together, 

but even at that point it wasn't like "Hey let's make this a career it's going to be great" it was just 

"Hey this is fun and people are liking it so let's just keep playing music." 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: When you guys were dating did you like write songs and play 

music together, like, dates? [laughter] 

 

JJ HELLER: No  

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Could be romantic, could be awkward . 

 

DAVE HELLER: I think the thing with song-writing is it actually is a really 

vulnerable thing to do, it's almost like showing somebody your journal. Because you're kind of 

laying out an idea that may or may not be accepted and so actually really early in our career 

playing music together, JJ would kind of take the song and sort of perfect it till it was just about 

done and I might change the way that it was played on the guitar or something like that.  

 

But as we've grown together, we've learned to be a little bit less perfectionistic with our ideas, 

and just sort of hold them with an open hand. And what we found is the song ends up being 

better when we allow the other to speak into what they think will help the weak spots, and so 

that's kind of the way that it worked. And so to answer your question, we didn't do a lot of song-

writing in our early days, but we had a lot of fun. 

 

JJ HELLER: Well..and so–we’re playing music in college, and then we’re getting close to 

graduation, and we got engaged– and we just felt like God was calling us to pursue music and so 

we thought, “Okay we’ll get married and then we will try music for a year. And then if we’re 
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worst off at the end of the year than we were at the beginning,  then we’ll do something normal.”  

 

 And it was a very close call at the end of that year we were barely scraping by, but we kept 

going and that was almost thirteen years ago now, but... 

 

DAVE HELLER: Sorry–I feel like what a lot of people think when they picture the life of 

a musician, or the career of a musician, is sort of where somebody ends up after a decade of 

really hard work. But people don't become really good at something–I mean, riding a bike or 

playing tennis or something like that–it takes a really long time to figure out how to balance, and 

how to serve the ball correctly, and it's kind of the same when it comes to music. You have to 

figure out if a joke is going to work, or if you can actually hit that melody or whatever it happens 

to be. And so there's a lot of experimenting, and playing to deserted coffee houses, and things 

that aren't especially glorious that end up happening before other opportunities end up coming 

around that seem a little bit more impressive.  

 

JJ HELLER: Well, and to the cool thing is, thinking back on our history of when we 

were playing in coffee shops and nobody was really listening, versus now if we have a really 

awesome gig and there are like two thousand people there and we get a standing ovation; just to 

think that God was just as pleased with us when we were playing in that coffee shop as He is 

when we are given a standing ovation. He just wants us to be faithful in our giftings and we 

didn't going to thinking like, “we’re going to do something really big for God!” I mean we’re 

hoping that He would use our music, but we didn't have these grand aspirations; but it was really 

a miracle that God kind of reached down and put one of our songs on the radio and that was just 

like a launching point for our career.  

 

But I think sometimes as Christians, we put pressure on ourselves thinking we've got to do 

something amazing like for God, and for His kingdom. And I think like what He really desires 

for us is to use the gifts that He’s given us and sometimes that means that you are not necessarily 

recognized by a whole bunch of people or that you don't necessarily get a standing ovation.   
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But God delights in us when we are living out the purpose that He’s given us. And a lot of times 

it's just like being faithful in the mundane things of life whether that's like making a peanut butter 

and jelly sandwich for your kids, or getting in the car and going to work every day and giving it 

your all; I think that He is pleased with us. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: I love that too, and I would love to just wrap up also with 

that thought. You know, being faithful to God isn't always easiest thing and I think for the 

listeners out there who are looking for ways to connect with Him and really just be that example 

for their children about…and you know, rallying around the idea that God has a plan for your life 

and to help their kids sort of figure out what that is, and understand what  passions are there and 

what gifts and talents God has given their children, so they can come alongside and supported 

them. So it sounds like you guys have that close at hand and are working together to see that out. 

 

JJ HELLER: Yeah and just the idea that has been so freeing for me being perfectionistic in 

general, is to just know even if we do make a bad choice and we make a decision that like points 

us in the wrong direction, that it doesn't mean that all of a sudden we are outside the will of God. 

He is able to use us wherever we are, in spite of ourselves and still make His power known in our 

lives. And that has brought so much freedom to me, to know that like, my bad decisions are not 

thwarting God's plans. He's able to overcome even bad choices and use us where we are for His 

glory and for His purpose... 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: I pray a lot to get out of God's way. “God, put me out of your 

way.” 

 

JJ HELLER: Yeah, and I think it's important to communicate to our kids that daddy and I 

mess up too and we make bad decisions and that is why we all need Jesus. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Absolutely. Thank you guys so much for being here. So we like 

to wrap up each episode by asking three questions, so I'll ask both of you the questions. It's 
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called “The Scoop”.  Are you ready? 

 

JJ AND DAVE HELLER: Yes. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN:	Okay, so the first question, obviously Bible Belles is all about 

really heroes for girls, so when you were growing up, for the two of you, who were your heroes? 

 

JJ HELLER: Like Bible characters, or can it be anybody? 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Anybody. 

 

JJ HELLER: When I was growing up, okay this is random, but like there was a girl 

named Shawne Castalonus, who played on my dad's varsity girls basketball team–he was a 

coach. And when I was in junior high, this girl was amazing, she was an amazing point guard 

and a three point shooter, but even more than that, she was like the nicest player.  She would 

always help people up when they fell down and she had the best attitude. So she was kind of my 

hero when I was a little girl. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Awesome. Go ahead, Dave. 

 

DAVE HELLER: Okay, so this is kind of random, but when I was a kid, my grandparents 

had a record player and they collected all of these records that my mom and her siblings used to 

have when they were growing up. And so they had this old Smothers Brothers record... 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Awesome. 

 

DAVE HELLER: Yeah, the Smothers Brothers were sort of like a comedy duo. And 

so there was kind of like a straight man, and a really goofy, sort of funny guy who said ridiculous 
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things. And I just thought they were so hilarious.  And so I really idolized the Smothers Brothers. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Nice, that's the first time I have heard that, but I love it.  Question 

2, so it's your last meal on earth, what would you eat? 

 

JJ HELLER: I would eat–there’s this dish called, it’s a Thai steak and noodle salad from 

a restaurant called Houston’s, and it's so good! It is kind of complicated, it has like mint, and 

cilantro, and basil, and mango, and avocado, and steak, and noodles, and  this peanut sauce, and 

it's so good. I kinda want to eat it right now. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Like a cornucopia of items, just like a woman to want a very 

complicated and delicious dish. 

 

JJ HELLER: Actually Dave always teases me, he says that my dream meal would be one 

forkful of everything. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: That's something I feel like my husband would say about me. 

 

DAVE HELLER: Let's see, for me I think last meal on… I would definitely just go to this 

amazing burger place that's in Nashville called “The Pharmacy” and they have the best 

cheeseburger you will ever eat, they put magic in it... 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: If that were an ingredient–it might be! Okay, last question, guys. 

So if you had a secret superpower, or a superhuman ability of some kind, what would it be? 

 

JJ HELLER: Superhuman ability... Okay, I don't know if this counts, but I feel like it is 

superhuman because it goes against human nature, so my superpower would be to not be afraid. 
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DAVE HELLER: That's a good one. 

 

JJ HELLER: Thank you. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: That was a good one, courage has, I feel like one that's sort of 

akin to the experience of a woman, I feel that one a lot.  Just wanting to be brave to stand up in 

certain situations. 

 

JJ HELLER: Yeah. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Go ahead Dave. 

 

DAVE HELLER: Okay, there are so many choices. I just really like, this is so difficult, I 

have to choose one! 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: I could have picked easy questions, but I want to make you think. 

 

JJ HELLER: Would you want to hold your breath for a really long time so you could swim 

underwater? 

 

DAVE HELLER: That would be really cool. But I suppose if I was Superman. I could just 

do that anyway.  I would fly and be able to hold my breath for a... 

 

JJ HELLER:  No, that's two. 

 

DAVE HELLER: No, that's Superman. 
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JJ HELLER: No, she didn’t say if you could be... 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: You can’t have a new identity, Dave! You can only have a 

superpower in this fake scenario that's not real. 

 

DAVE HELLER: Okay, I just want to fly then. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Okay, done. 

 

DAVE HELLER: All right. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN:	Thanks, guys. So if people want to check out your new album and 

follow you and just support what you're doing, how can they get in touch or what's the best way 

for them to do that? 

 

JJ HELLER: All those links. You can find at jjheller.com. So I'm on Facebook, and 

Twitter and Instagram... 

 

DAVE HELLER: ... and iTunes and Spotify... 

 

JJ HELLER:  ...and Apple music. 

 

ERIN WEIDEMANN: Awesome, thank you guys so much for being here, this has 

been a great episode. Thanks again for telling us and just being really honest and open about the 

work that you are doing. We love the HELLER. 

 

JJ & DAVE HELLER: Thank you! 
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ERIN WEIDERMANN: Thank you for listening to this week’s episode. If you enjoyed 

our conversation please be sure to rate and review us on iTunes. If you have any questions, 

thoughts about the episode, or ideas about how we can come together and support our girls you 

can email me at hello@biblebelles.com I would absolutely love to hear from you. 

 

[END OF RECORDING] 
	


